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Report back to The Funding Network 
 

1. Name of your organisation (and date funded by TFN):  

 
Bite The Ballot (March 2015-February 2016) 

 
2. What was the project you sought funding for from TFN? What are its aims and objectives? 

Have these changed since receiving TFN funding?  

 
Over the last year (March 2015-February 2016), the Bite The Ballot Team has been focused on 
empowering young and marginalised communities to take a stake in society and engage with, and 
evolve, relationships between individuals, communities and decision-making. This was our project 
objective. To meet this end, we sought donations to support student intern placements in order to 
power the movement’s HQ operations. 

 
However, our purpose has developed since last Spring. We aim to inspire people (predominantly 
those aged 16-24) to become active changemakers; responding to 'calls to action' and sharing in the 
responsibilities, challenges and opportunities of a modern, evolving democracy. In order to do this 
people must engage, understand and make the link between the issues they feel passionate about 
and politics. 

 
To achieve this, and as mentioned at our TFN pitch, Bite The Ballot coordinates nationwide voter 
registration activities, creates engaging edutainment resources, pioneers digital democracy tools and 
leads inspirational 'get out to vote' campaigns. 

 
3. Were you able to do this work as you described it in your application and presentation?   

 
Yes. To this end, we ran the following campaigns over TFN-funded 2015-16 period: 
 

1. DeCafe (democracy cafes) which brought over 600 young people together in a reinvention of 
the 18th c. coffeehouse experience 

2. Verto (our youth voter advice app.) which helped over 460,000 people see how the main 
parties' policies matched their views and values ahead of the general election 

3. DeDay (democracy day) which inspired over 80,000 16-17s to register to vote 
4. a Community Engagement Officer (CEO) programme which engaged over 11,000 16-25s in 

the democratic process and ‘get out the vote’, and 
5. National Voter Registration Drive 2016 (NVRD) which inspired just shy of 140,000 people to 

#TakePower and register to vote. 

 
4. Can you measure, assess or describe the change that happened as a result of this work?   

 
TFN support enabled Bite The Ballot to recruit, train and support the positions of nine, part-time 
student interns over the grant period. Funds went towards their travel, lunch and other expenses. 
The Bite The Ballot movement would not have been able to undertake such ambitious work without 
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the research, administrative and social media support that these individuals offered. The funds, 
therefore, cannot be apportioned to ‘x’ amount of any given project success/change, but may be 
referenced to the organization's overall success over this period. 

 
5. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the TFN funded 

project/work and by how much? 

 
As per Q5 and the resource that TFN funds supported (i.e. student interns’ expenses) this is difficult 
to quantify. However, as per Q3, Bite The Ballot directly engaged 11,000 young people over the grant 
period. 

 
6. Can you tell us any personal stories to highlight the value of funding from TFN?  

 
One of the student interns, Merve, had a very good experience with Bite The Ballot. She joined us 
from the University of Reading over the summer of 2015, playing a central role in the evolution of 
Bite The Ballot’s grassroots work and CEO programme (see, Q3). She part-led in a pitch to CEOs of 
London Borough Councils at a meeting of the London Elections Management Board, took part in a 
Vivienne Westwood ‘Climate Revolution’ catwalk fashion show and has since joined Bite The Ballot’s 
youth advisory board, ‘BTB10’, running registration stalls at her students’ unions as part of NVRD 
2016. 

 
7. Do you have any other comments regarding TFN funding?  

 
We remain extremely grateful to TFN, its members and our donors for supporting the movement at a 
crucial period of Bite The Ballot’s development. 

 
8. Can you please include any relevant photos or clips that may relate to the project.  

 
- NVRD photo 
- DeCafe photo 
- Verto photo 
- CEOs photo 
- DeDay photo 

https://twitter.com/BiteTheBallot/status/560856157338611712
https://twitter.com/BiteTheBallot/status/590814601794744321
https://twitter.com/eMensah135/status/583367398134272000
https://twitter.com/BiteTheBallot/status/621746279035576322
https://twitter.com/MyNottingham/status/588252347786231808

